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Abstract. The generation of accurate kinetic parameters such as mean generation time Λ and effective
delayed neutron fraction βeff via Monte Carlo codes is established. Employing these in downstream deter-
ministic codes warrants another step to ensure no additional error is introduced by the low-order transport
operator when computing forward and adjoint fluxes for bilinear weighting of these parameters. Another
complexity stems from applying superhomogenization (SPH) equivalence in non-fundamental mode approx-
imations, where reference and low-order calculations rely on a 3D full core model. In these cases, SPH factors
can optionally be computed for only part of the geometry while preserving reaction rates and K-effective,
but the impact of such approximations on kinetics parameters has not been thoroughly studied. This paper
aims at studying the preservation of bilinearly-weighted quantities in the Serpent–Griffin calculation pro-
cedure. Diffusion and transport evaluations of IPEN/MB-01, Godiva, and Flattop were carried out with
the Griffin reactor physics code, testing available modeling options using Serpent-generated multigroup
cross sections and equivalence data. Verifying Griffin against Serpent indicates sensitivities to multigroup
energy grid selection and regional application of SPH equivalence, introducing significant errors; these were
demonstrated to be reduced through the use of a transport method together with a finer energy grid.

1 Introduction

Griffin is a Multiphysics Object-Oriented Simulation
Environment (MOOSE) based reactor-multiphysics code
jointly developed by Idaho National Laboratory and
Argonne National Laboratory that is applicable for both
steady-state and transient analyses. It leverages the trans-
port solvers from its predecessors Rattlesnake [1] and
Proteus [2]. Griffin also supports coarse-mesh diffusion
calculations with equivalence techniques, such as superho-
mogenization (SPH) or discontinuity factors (DF), which
are routinely used in production reactor physics codes.
Griffin has the flexibility to model any geometry and,
when employed with the proper set of cross sections, can
model virtually any type of reactor spectrum, making it
a tool of choice for modeling advanced reactor designs.
The Monte Carlo code Serpent [3] has been employed at
Idaho National Laboratory for the generation of multi-
group cross sections and the kinetics parameters, which
are used in the downstream Griffin calculations.

The homogenized few group cross sections and kinetic
parameters used in Griffin are generated from the full 3D
geometry. The SPH equivalence technique relies on non-
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fundamental mode conditions [4] and is implemented as
an intermediate step between the Monte Carlo calculation
and low-order core calculations. A 3D macro-geometry is
used to generate reference multigroup fluxes in Serpent,
and SPH factors are computed via a Griffin SPH Precon-
ditioned Jacobian-Free Newton Krylov (PJFNK) proce-
dure for each statepoint [5]. One key specificity of this
approach is that the SPH factors can optionally be com-
puted for only a portion of the macro-geometry (at min-
imum, the fueled region) and still result in a preserva-
tion of the k-eigenvalue and reaction rates [5]. However,
early applications of the Serpent–Griffin computational
scheme observed large sensitivities of kinetics parame-
ters (i.e., effective delayed neutron fraction βeff and mean
generation time Λ) to the computational scheme options
selected for homogenization and the generation of group
constants. Specifically, the energy grid used for the cross-
section generation step in Serpent and thus in the Griffin
diffusion calculations, as well as the regional applica-
tion of SPH equivalence factors to preserve reaction rates
could significantly impact the preservation of these kinetic
parameters.

Previous studies have investigated the impact of bilin-
ear, adjoint-weighted quantities through homogenization
and energy group condensation processes for cross section
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generation. For example, results in [6] indicate no sig-
nificant difference between linear and bilinear weighting
methods for steady-state calculations, however demon-
strated the use of bilinear weighting in determining βeff

to improve transient power predictions. In this previous
work, the option to use either a leakage adjoint spectrum
or an infinite medium adjoint spectrum were assessed,
however this consideration is not necessary within the
Serpent–Griffin scheme as the cross section generation
is done on the full 3D geometry. Further, the impact of
equivalence procedures such as SPH can result in modified
flux values in the homogeneous solution used for the bilin-
ear weighting of effective kinetics parameters, and has not
been studied before. Hence, this work aims at evaluating
the impact of homogenization and condensation with non-
fundamental SPH equivalence on adjoint-weighted quan-
tities.

For this study, the IPEN/MB-01 reactor kinetics
benchmark, available through the International Reac-
tor Physics Experiment Evaluation Project handbook
and described in [7], was selected for evaluation by the
Serpent–Griffin computation scheme. This kinetics bench-
mark has been evaluated in full or in part by several
codes with various nuclear data libraries, including MCNP
(ENDF/B-VII.0, ENDF/B-VII.1, JEFF-3.1.1, JENDL-
3.3, JENDL-4.0) [7], CASMO5 (ENDF/B-VII.1, Tut-
tle, JENDL-4.0) [8], MORET 5.D.1 (ENDF/B-VII.1) [9],
MPACT (ENDF/B-VII.1, Keepin et al., Tuttle, JENDL-
4.0, JEFF-3.3, Santamarina et al. [10]) [11], TRIPOLI-
4 (JEFF-3.1.1) and APOLLO2.8 (JEFF-3.1.1, ENDF/
B-VII.0) [10]. In addition to the benchmark model used in
these studies, which is simplified from the as-built data,
the IPEN/MB-01 reactor has been used for kinetics exper-
iments of varying configurations. As a result, some code
evaluations have been validated against different bench-
mark kinetics parameters (e.g., MCNP [JEFF-3.1 and
ENDF/B-VII.0] [12,13] and Serpent [JEFF-3.1.1] [3]) and
may not be directly comparable due to model differences.

The MCNP study [7], which made comparisons across
five nuclear data libraries, concluded that the βeff and
Λ evaluations were satisfactory across all libraries; how-
ever, reactivity estimates were not. The reactivity esti-
mates based on the Inhour equation varied significantly
between nuclear data libraries, including up to ≈20%
relative difference from the benchmark values using the
ENDF/B-VII.0 library and up to ≈50% relative difference
with ENDF/B-VII.1. These differences were attributed in
large part to the difference in decay constants between the
libraries, demonstrated by reducing the relative difference
in ENDF/B-VII.1 reactivity estimates to a maximum of
≈10% by fixing the experimental first delayed group decay
constant λ1. The CASMO5 evaluation [8] further supports
the observations made in the MCNP reactivity estimates
adding that, while the discrepancies in ENDF/B-VII.1
results are primarily due to λ1, λ2 and λ3 also play a
significant role.

In addition to the comparison to the benchmark as val-
idation of the Serpent–Griffin scheme, variant test cases
are modeled based on the benchmark to compare differ-
ent Serpent kinetics parameter estimation methods and to
study the impact of modeling assumptions on the gener-

ation of effective, adjoint-weighted kinetics parameters in
Griffin.

Section 2 provides an overview of the Serpent–Griffin
computational scheme, describing the typical procedure
for a transient calculation and relevant information on
kinetics parameter generation. Section 3 describes the
IPEN/MB-01 reactor kinetics benchmark used for anal-
ysis of modeling options and compares the results of test
cases against benchmark values. Section 4 discusses the
modeling options and the introduced differences within
the context of test case results. Section 5 describes sup-
plementary test cases based on models of the Godiva and
Flattop critical experiments. Section 6 provides a sum-
mary of the conclusions and potential future extensions of
this work.

2 Serpent–Griffin computation scheme

This study focuses on the assessment of kinetics param-
eter preservation between Serpent and Griffin in a two-
step computation scheme that has been originally devel-
oped for modeling transient testings in the Transient
Reactor Test (TREAT) facility at Idaho National Lab-
oratory. The numerical methodology employed was first
described in [14–16] and is summarized below. In this
scheme, Serpent is used to generate multigroup cross sec-
tions and kinetics parameters as well as provide equiv-
alence data for downstream Griffin calculations. These
group constants are used in a series of Griffin calcula-
tion steps leading to Griffin transient calculations. The
following outlines the sequence of calculations to prepare
a standard Griffin transient calculation:

1. group constant generation with Serpent. This step con-
sists of a Serpent calculation on the full 3D geome-
try to provide multigroup cross sections and kinetic
parameters, spatially homogenized and condensed to
a few energy groups. Reference fluxes are also com-
puted for the equivalence procedure. This calculation
is performed for each statepoint, defined as a full
combination of all the parameters deemed to have
an important impact on cross sections and/or equiv-
alence factors (burnup, fuel temperature, moderator
temperature, etc.), and the resulting dataset is stored
in cross section and equivalence libraries generated by
the ISOXML module in Griffin. For this study, selected
benchmarks are focused on kinetics parameters rather
than actual transient evaluations, and therefore only a
single statepoint is considered at benchmark specified
conditions.

2. Intermediate equivalence procedure with Griffin. SPH
factors are generated by the Griffin SPH Precondi-
tioned Jacobian-free Newton Krylov (PJFNK) proce-
dure for each statepoint, using the multiplication factor
(keff) calculated by Serpent and reference fluxes stored
in the equivalence library. Different options are possi-
ble in terms of where the SPH correction is applied,
which can range from all regions in the core to individ-
ually selected regions, such as fuel assemblies or specific
fuel-containing elements. As long as all fuel-containing
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regions are SPH corrected, the eigenvalue, power dis-
tribution, and total leakage out of SPH regions can be
reproduced [5]. In this study, a few different options are
explored for regional application of SPH equivalence
procedures to assess the effect on kinetics parameters
determined by Griffin.

3. k-eigenvalue calculation with Griffin. In most cases, this
calculation step relies on a coupled multiphysics simu-
lation to obtain the right thermal-hydraulic or thermo-
mechanical feedback (accounted for via changes in the
cross sections) on the Griffin neutronics calculation.
The benchmarks selected for this study are taken at
prescribed conditions, and therefore no consideration
of multiphysics feedbacks is necessary.

4. k-eigenvalue adjoint calculation with Griffin. The
adjoint form of the k-eigenvalue transport equation is
solved and results in an identical eigenvalue to that
found in the previous step. This step is only needed
when point kinetics parameters are required in Griffin,
as it provides the adjoint flux to be used in the bilinear
weighting of the kinetics parameters. Note that addi-
tional simplifications specific to the Griffin Improved
Quasi-Static (IQS) implementation might be applied
here, notably the adjoint flux is not updated at every
time step. These updates to the adjoint are irrelevant
for this study since there is no perturbation to the core
conditions, however the adjoint calculation with Griffin
is necessary to evaluate kinetics parameters.

5. Null transient calculation with Griffin. The Griffin cal-
culation restarts from the previous one, except the
time-dependent diffusion (or transport) equation is
solved instead of the k-eigenvalue one. The fission oper-
ator is divided by the keff obtained so as to preserve
the neutron balance in the diffusion operator. Since no
perturbation is applied, the solution should be time
insensitive. This step is intended as a verification of
the numerical stability and is important for catching
issues or discrepancies between the k-eigenvalue model
and the time-dependent one.

6. Transient calculation with Griffin. The time-dependent
Griffin calculation restarts from the k-eigenvalue one.
The fission operator is divided by the keff obtained
so as to preserve the neutron balance in the diffusion
operator. A perturbation (movement of a control rod,
thermal-hydraulic condition change, etc.) is introduced
and Griffin simulates the neutronics response of the
system as a result of the perturbation. This step is not
carried out within the present study.

7. An alternative step is to perform an IQS transient sim-
ulation. First, this calculation employs the forward and
adjoint flux solution obtained in steps 3 and 4 to col-
lapse the core-wise kinetic parameters using a bilinear
product. The core-wise kinetic parameters (Λ – mean
generation time, β – delayed neutron fraction, and ρ
– reactivity) can be injected into the Inhour equation
to obtain the corresponding period (T ) of the reac-
tor. Since Griffin can output the point kinetics param-
eters, this step is useful when performing comparisons
to transient experiments for which the measured reac-
tor period is available and to determine a correspond-
ing calculated reactivity that will lead to the same

reactor period in the Griffin model. These core-wise
kinetic parameters can also be employed in the point
kinetics solver available in Griffin or internally by the
IQS solver, which relies on a factorization of the flux
into a 3D shape and a 0D time-dependent amplitude,
obtained by solving the point kinetics equations [17].
For this study, this step is used only to collapse the
kinetics parameters for comparison to benchmark stud-
ies.

Step 4 is only necessary when core-wise point kinetics
parameters are involved, which is the case in many reac-
tor physics applications such as the modeling of small
experimental reactors like TREAT. Another application
of bilinear-weighted kinetic parameters is when an IQS
transient is performed, which provides access to a 3D
time-dependent flux solution while being less computa-
tionally intensive than a regular space-time kinetics cal-
culation by decoupling the flux into a product of a three-
dimensional shape and a time-dependent amplitude solved
via a regular point kinetics model. Thus, it is crucial to
demonstrate that Griffin can preserve the kinetic parame-
ters obtained from Serpent, in order to not introduce any
additional error during the resolution of the amplitude
function compared to a point kinetics calculation utiliz-
ing the straight Serpent kinetics parameters. The current
study assesses the preservation of the kinetics parameters
employed within the IQS transient option of the described
computation scheme, carrying out only the portions of
the typical procedure necessary to obtain estimates from
Griffin. Note also that no perturbations are introduced
which would result in transient updates to the neutron
flux. For the critical experiments modeled in this work
(IPEN/MB-01, Godiva, Flattop-23), the same computa-
tional approach as for TREAT is used, except that the
process stops at Step 5 where Griffin computed kinetic
parameters can be compared against experimentally mea-
sured ones.

In the described workflow, equivalence techniques,
such as SPH, are available to guarantee that the Serpent
and Griffin 3D calculations match for the homogenized,
few group fluxes, and reaction rates (steps 1, 2, and 3).
Note that these homogenized group constants (cross sec-
tions, diffusion coefficients) are all generated via a direct
flux-volume weighting:

Σref
m,g =

∫ Eg−1

Eg

dE
∫
Vm

d3r
∫

4π

dΩφ(r,Ω, E)Σ(r, E)∫ Eg−1

Eg

dE
∫
Vm

d3r
∫

4π

dΩφ(r,Ω, E)

(1)
and

φref
m,g =

∫ Eg−1

Eg

dE
∫
Vm

d3r
∫

4π

dΩφ(r,Ω, E) (2)

where Σref
m,g and φref

m,g are the multigroup cross sections
and flux from Serpent, respectively (thus denoted “refer-
ence”), and where the integral is performed over region m
corresponding to the spatial domain r ∈ V = Vm being
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βref
eff,m,j =

∫

Vm

d3r

∫ ∞

0

dE

∫ ∞

0

dE′
∫

4π

dΩ

∫

4π

dΩ′
N∑

i=1

χdel,i
j (E)βijνΣ

i
f (r, E′)φ(r,Ω′, E′)φ∗(r,Ω, E)

∫

Vm

d3r

∫ ∞

0

dE

∫ ∞

0

dE′
∫

4π

dΩ

∫

4π

dΩ′χ(E)νΣf (r, E′)φ(r,Ω′, E′)φ∗(r,Ω, E)

(4)

Λref
eff =

∫

V

d3r

∫ ∞

0

dE
1

v(E)

∫

4π

dΩφ∗(r,Ω, E)φ(r,Ω, E)
∫

V

d3r

∫ ∞

0

dE

∫ ∞

0

dE′
∫

4π

dΩ

∫

4π

dΩ′χ(E)νΣf (r, E′)φ(r,Ω′, E′)φ∗(r,Ω, E)

(6)

homogenized and an energy domain E ∈ [Eg, Eg−1] cor-
responding to each energy group. Equivalence procedures,
such as the one implemented in Griffin, enforce the preser-
vation of the reaction rates for individual SPH regions m
and energy group g via the introduction of an SPH factor
µm,g:

µm,gΣ
ref
m,gφm,g = Σref

m,gφ
ref
m,g (3)

where φm,g is the integral of the flux obtained from the
Griffin diffusion calculation over the homogenized SPH
region Vm.

Kinetic parameters are typically collapsed via a bilin-
ear forward/adjoint flux weighting. In Serpent, effective
kinetics parameters are derived using a Monte Carlo esti-
mate of the following mathematical definitions [3], which
can be written using notations from [18]:

See equation (4) above.

βref
eff,m =

Nd∑
j=1

βeff
eff,m,j (5)

and
See equation (6) above.

where:

• βref
eff,m,j is the effective delayed neutron fraction in

homogenized region m and precursor group j.
• Λref

eff is the effective mean generation time.
• v is the neutron speed.
• ν is the average total number of neutrons emitted per

fission.
• χdel,i

j is the energy spectrum of delayed neutrons from
precursor group j from isotope i.

• χ is the energy spectrum of neutrons (both prompt and
delayed).

• βij is the delayed neutron fraction in precursor group j
from fission in isotope i.

• Σi
f is the macroscopic fission cross section for isotope i.

• N is the number of isotopes.
• Nd is the number of delayed neutron precursor groups.
• φ∗ is the adjoint neutron flux.
• φ is the neutron flux.

For equation (4), corresponding to the process used by
Serpent for computing the delayed neutron fractions, the
integral over V can be either the full domain, leading to a

core-averaged value βref
eff,j , or to a value per fueled homog-

enized region Vm, which is denoted βref
eff,m,j . Serpent pro-

duces both values, the former from Meulekamp’s method
leading to one set of delayed neutron fractions per fueled
homogenized region m and the latter from Iterated Fis-
sion Probability (IFP) and Nauchi methods which pro-
vide only core-wise kinetics parameters. Griffin space-time
kinetics calculations can then directly use these βref

eff,m

on a spatially-varying basis (if taken from Meulekamp’s
method), or on a core-wise basis if taken from the other
approaches. For cases in this work, only one fuel region
with fresh fuel is homogenized into a single region, so all
the Serpent methods for estimating the effective delayed
neutron fractions produce only one set of βref

eff,j . For the
mean generation time in equation (6) the integration is
performed over the full core.

The generation of effective kinetics parameters in
continuous-energy Monte Carlo codes such as Serpent
does not involve formally a bilinear product, which would
require determining the adjoint flux, but rather proceed
via specific Monte Carlo estimates of the importance of the
neutrons in the fission chain, as discussed in more detail
in Section 3.1. The core-wise effective kinetics parame-
ters from Serpent βref

eff,j and Λref
eff can then be directly used

in point-kinetics calculations. As discussed above, Griffin
can also employ a bilinear weighting to compute core-wise
effective kinetics parameters for use in IQS method or for
comparison against measured values, using:

See equations (7 and 8) next page.

and where:

• βeff,j is the effective delayed neutron fraction for pre-
cursor group j computed by Griffin.

• Λeff is the mean generation time computed by Griffin.
• βref

eff,m,j is the effective delayed neutron fraction for pre-
cursor group j for homogenized region m defined in
equation (4) and computed by Serpent.

• χdel
m,g,j is the energy spectrum of delayed neutrons from

precursor group j in energy group g homogenized on
spatial domain m from Serpent. It is averaged by
Serpent over all fissile isotopes.

• χm,g is the total energy spectrum in group g homoge-
nized on spatial domain m from Serpent. It is averaged
by Serpent over all fissile isotopes.

• µm,g is the SPH-factor computed during the equivalence
procedure in Griffin for homogenized region m.
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βeff,j =

M∑

m=1

∫

Vm

d3rβref
eff,m,j

NG∑

g=1

φ∗g(r)χdel
m,g,j

NG∑

g′=1

µm,g′νΣ
ref
f,m,g′φg′(r)

M∑

m=1

∫

Vm

d3r

NG∑

g=1

φ∗g(r)χm,g

NG∑

g′=1

µm,g′νΣ
ref
f,m,g′φg′(r)

(7)

Λeff =

M∑

m=1

∫

Vm

d3r

NG∑

g=1

φ∗g(r)
φg(r)

vref
m,g

M∑

m=1

∫

Vm

d3r

NG∑

g=1

φ∗g(r)χm,g

NG∑

g′=1

µm,g′νΣ
ref
f,m,g′φg′(r)

(8)

• νΣref
f,m,g′ the nu-fission macroscopic cross-section on

homogenized region m, from Serpent.
• vref

m,g is the neutron velocity in group g on homogenized
region m, from Serpent.

• NG is the number of neutron energy groups.
• M is the number of homogenized regions.
• φ∗g is the Griffin multigroup adjoint flux.
• φg is the Griffin multigroup flux.

The spatial integration in equations (7) and (8) is carried
in two steps, first by integrating over each spatial domain
for which homogenized group constants are available (note
the spatial dependency of the Griffin adjoint and direct
fluxes), and second by summing over these integrals over
all the different homogenized zone. If considering an IQS
transient with perturbations, the kinetics parameters will
be recalculated with updated fluxes based on cross sec-
tions interpolated between multiple statepoints according
to the perturbed conditions.

As opposed to the reaction rates which are preserved
via SPH equivalence theory, there is no guarantee that the
kinetic parameters from Serpent are actually preserved in
the Griffin calculations. In other words, applying a bilinear
weighting using the forward and adjoint multigroup flux
computed by Griffin to collapse the kinetic parameters
βeff,j and Λeff do not necessarily guarantee preservation of
the reference values obtained from Serpent. SPH equiva-
lence theory provides a way to preserve the reaction rates
via a modification of cross sections, but the theoretical
aspects involving the homogenization of adjoint-weighted
quantities, such as kinetic parameters, are lacking. Indeed,
preserving in Griffin the straight kinetics parameters (non-
adjoint weighted) from the Serpent calculation is sup-
ported by equivalence theory since these quantities are
ratios of reaction rates (themselves preserved by the SPH
equivalence process). However, there is no guarantee that
the adjoint flux between both codes will be the same,
thereby inducing potential errors between both codes
for bilinear-weighted quantities. Considering the physi-
cal interpretation of the adjoint flux as a measure of
importance of a single neutron to the continuation of the
fission chain reaction, there may be differences between
both adjoint flux solutions even though the fission reac-
tion rates are identical. Other effects such as energy group
condensation may also contribute to differences between
the Griffin and Serpent kinetics parameters. Another com-
plexity stems from the usage of SPH-corrected multigroup

Table 1. IPEN/MB-01 benchmark model kinetics param-
eters [7].

βeff (pcm) βeff/Λ (s−1) Λ (µs)

750 ± 5 234.66 ± 7.92 31.96 ± 1.06

cross sections to calculating the adjoint flux in Griffin. In
this case, the adjoint flux in equations (7) and (8) becomes
φ∗m,g/µm,g as a consequence of using SPH-corrected cross
sections in the steady-state adjoint calculation, which can
be verified by writing down the adjoint operator with
SPH-corrected cross-sections [19]. Thus, one of the objec-
tives of this work is to assess the impact of the SPH equiva-
lence process on kinetics parameters calculated by Griffin.

One additional caveat to be aware of is that, since the
Griffin transient calculation starts from the steady-state
fission source normalized by keff to preserve the neutron
balance at the start of the transient, the mean genera-
tion time from Griffin needs to be divided by keff . This
can be deduced by observing equation (8), where the fis-
sion source term appears at the denominator. For βeff , the
impact of this normalization cancels out.

3 IPEN/MB-01 reactor kinetics benchmark

To investigate the validity of the described computational
scheme and the effect of model settings, the IPEN/MB-01
research reactor facility was modeled according to the sim-
plified benchmark model described in the International
Reactor Physics Experiment Evaluation Project hand-
book and in a separate document by the same authors [7].
The benchmark includes kinetics parameters as shown in
Table 1 as well as reactivity values corresponding to vari-
ous reactor periods listed in Table 2.

The Serpent–Griffin computational scheme was used
to generate kinetics parameters and a series of reactiv-
ity values for comparison with the benchmark reference
values. Specifically, the Serpent-evaluated kinetics param-
eters were compared to benchmark values as a validation
step. This step provides the relevant information for deter-
mining which Serpent method should be used to generate
delayed neutron data for downstream Griffin calculations.
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Table 2. IPEN/MB-01 benchmark model reactivities [7].

T (s) ρ ($)

1 0.776 ± 0.005
10 0.379 ± 0.007
100 0.092 ± 0.004
200 0.052 ± 0.002
−200 −0.076 ± 0.005
−100 −0.268 ± 0.014
−90 −0.437 ± 0.019
−85 −0.761 ± 0.025

A second, independent step was to verify the degree to
which IQS transient-predicted Griffin kinetics parame-
ters preserve the Serpent-generated ones. The process was
repeated with model variations in order to observe the
changes in kinetics parameters as a result of:

• Different SPH equivalence schemes

– No SPH equivalence
– SPH factors computed on the core only
– SPH factors computed on the core and part of the

reflector region

• Energy group count and energy grid selection

– CAS2 predefined two-group energy grid
– CAS4 predefined four-group energy grid
– CAS8 predefined eight-group energy grid
– C4G custom four-group energy grid based on CAS2

and refinement of thermal energy group present in
the CAS7 predefined energy grid

Through this series of tests, a better understanding of
modeling assumptions may be achieved and provide rec-
ommendations for future use of the Serpent–Griffin com-
putational scheme.

3.1 Serpent kinetics parameters

Serpent provides different estimates of effective kinetics
parameters, βeff and Λ, and results for each are printed
to the Serpent output file [3]. The three Serpent methods
considered in this study are Meulekamp, Nauchi, and IFP:

• the Meulekamp method approximates βeff as a fraction
of the fissions caused by delayed neutrons. This is done
by labeling neutrons as either prompt or delayed at
birth, tracking the number of fissions caused by delayed
neutrons and comparing it to the total number of fis-
sions [20]. It is the simplest technique for approximating
βeff in a Monte Carlo calculation, and it does not rely
on an adjoint flux estimator, contrary to the two other
techniques listed below.

• The Next Fission Probability (NFP) method estimates
the expected number of fissions of a single neutron,

dependent on position, energy, and direction, which is
then utilized as an importance weighting function in
place of the adjoint flux in kinetics parameter estima-
tions. This technique is termed the Nauchi method in
Serpent [21] and will be referred as such in the remain-
der of the paper.

• The IFP method is an extension of the NFP method
and calculates the iterated fission probability, or
expected number of descendent fission neutrons in each
generation, as a product of successive keff estimates in
each cycle of a Monte Carlo calculation. This probabil-
ity is proportional to the adjoint flux and the method
utilizes it as an importance weighting function in kinet-
ics parameter calculations in place of the adjoint flux.
Even though both NFP and IFP methods tend to pro-
duce similar results, the proportionality of these esti-
mates to the adjoint flux is only mathematically proven
for IFP [22].

3.1.1 Model description

The IPEN/MB-01 reactor description and configurations
used in the benchmark experiments are found in the
IRPhE handbook; specific IRPhE report numbers for
the core layout and materials can be found in [7]. The
Serpent model was developed based on the simplified
benchmark model. The core follows a 28 × 26 con-
figuration, with control rod banks inserted to a criti-
cal state. The core includes a lower baseplate and is
located within a large cylindrical reflector. The benchmark
model is simplified from the as-built conditions, remov-
ing thermocouples, instrumentation tubes, etc., which are
accounted for in the final benchmark model and specifi-
cations. The final geometry used for the Serpent model is
shown in Figure 1.

The Serpent model was developed with a stacked lat-
tice for the core and a portion of the nearby reflector in
axial and radial directions, as indicated by the grid lines in
Figure 1. This allowed for the simple integration of a series
of lattice-type detectors for generating the reference multi-
group fluxes for use in downstream equivalence procedures
in Griffin. A modification of the model was made to sim-
plify this process, resizing the baseplate to align with the
extended detector lattice; this modification was verified to
have minimal impact on kinetics parameter results. Nine
cross-section sets were generating corresponding to differ-
ent compositions of the lattice-defined homogenized cells:
base plate, reflector, alumina, spacers, safety rods, control
rods, empty control rod guide tubes, control rod end plugs
and fuel rods. Ten million particles were simulated with
1,000 active and 100 inactive cycles. For the IFP method,
the Serpent default of 15 latent generations was utilized.

The ENDF/B-VII.1 cross section library was selected
for the Serpent-to-benchmark comparison. Redundant
Serpent runs were performed from a fixed seed for each
separate energy grid to generate group constants for
Griffin; details of these energy grids are presented in the
Griffin model description. keff calculated by Serpent was
1.00271 ± 0.00001.
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Fig. 1. Serpent model geometry. (a) Top view of core region; (b) side view of core region.

Table 3. Serpent-evaluated kinetics parameters.

Method βeff (pcm) Λ (µs)

Meulekamp 746.92 ± 0.13
Nauchi 742.68 ± 0.13 32.243 ± 0.001
IFP 754.27 ± 0.48 30.548 ± 0.002

Table 4. Relative difference in Serpent-evaluated kinetics
parameters.

Method
CSerpent − E

E
(%)

βeff Λ

Meulekamp −0.411
Nauchi −0.976 0.885
IFP 0.570 −4.418

3.1.2 Validation of Serpent kinetics parameters

Presented in Table 3 are the Meulekamp, Nauchi, and
IFP method results and statistical errors, noting that the
Meulekamp method does not predict a Λ value. The rel-
ative difference in these results are compared against the
benchmark values in Table 4. In comparison to the bench-
mark values, the Meulekamp method provides the best
prediction of βeff , and Nauchi provides a better estimate
of Λ than IFP. Group-wise delayed neutron fractions and
decay constants from the various Serpent methods are
shown in Table 5.

Reactivities corresponding to the benchmark reactor
periods were evaluated using the Inhour equation:

ρ =
l∗

Tp
+

Nd∑
j=1

βj
1 + λjTp

, (9)

where Tp represents the corresponding reactor period
taken from the benchmark, λj is the decay constant of

delayed neutron group j, and the prompt neutron gener-
ation time l∗ is the mean generation time Λ. Nauchi and
IFP reactivity values corresponding to benchmark reactor
periods were evaluated by the Inhour equation and the
resulting errors compared against the benchmark values
are given in Table 6; Meulekamp is excluded since no Λ
value is predicted by Serpent’s Meulekamp method.

Each of the Serpent evaluations of βeff had less than
a 1% relative error against the benchmark values, while
Λ was estimated well by the Nauchi method (less than
a 1% relative error) and ≈5% relative error using the
IFP method. Reactivities predicted by the Inhour equa-
tion contain a significant relative error but align well with
MCNP and CASMO5 evaluations of the IPEN/MB-01
benchmark utilizing the ENDF/B-VII.1 library [7,8]. The
MCNP evaluation found that significant improvement in
reactivity estimates may be obtained by utilizing exper-
imental λ1 value, rather than the one provided in the
ENDF/B-VII.1 library.

3.2 Griffin kinetics parameters

Griffin kinetics parameters were compared to the same
results from Serpent to observe the degree to which kinet-
ics parameters were preserved through the later parts
of the computational scheme. Griffin kinetics parameters
that utilize delayed neutron data generated by Serpent’s
Nauchi method were compared to the Serpent Nauchi
method results. This comparison was repeated for several
Griffin variants to observe the effect of model options.

Further comparison of Griffin-evaluated kinetics
parameters to the benchmark data was used as a charac-
terization of the net effect of the two-step Serpent–Griffin
scheme on kinetics parameters.

3.2.1 Model descriptions

The size of the reflector region for the IPEN/MB-01 reac-
tor kinetics benchmark makes it impractical to perform
SPH equivalence procedures on the entirety of the reflector
region as low flux in the far-reflector region would result
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Table 5. Serpent-predicted delayed neutron data.

j
βj (pcm) λj

Meulekamp Nauchi IFP Meulekamp Nauchi IFP

1 23.91 24.80 25.16 0.0133473 0.0133473 0.0133472
2 130.67 129.93 132.00 0.0326571 0.0326570 0.0326561
3 126.70 125.97 128.22 0.120961 0.120961 0.120963
4 287.61 286.02 290.17 0.304674 0.304677 0.304695
5 124.97 124.21 126.23 0.857280 0.857279 0.857332
6 52.06 51.76 52.59 2.87919 2.87920 2.87963

Table 6. Relative difference in Serpent-predicted
reactivities.

CSerpent − E
E

(%)

T (s)
ρ

Nauchi IFP

1 −1.906 −1.941
10 −6.726 −6.705
100 −10.091 −10.020
200 −10.786 −10.708
−200 −12.511 −12.413
−100 −22.543 −22.435
−90 −33.553 −33.452
−85 −49.653 −49.572

in low reaction rates with large statistical uncertainty
in corresponding Serpent detectors, leading to poten-
tial poor convergence of the SPH procedure. In addi-
tion, the MOOSE native meshing tool, MooseMesh, was
determined to be inadequate at the time of this study
for development of the complex mesh required for the
IPEN/MB-01 reactor. To circumvent these issues, a Carte-
sian mesh was generated for the core and a near-reflector
region utilizing MooseMesh and corresponding SPH equiv-
alence lattice detectors were implemented in the Serpent
model. A separate mesh of a cylinder was generated in
MooseMesh, as an extruded concentric circular mesh, rep-
resenting the far-reflector regions. The two meshes were
merged and the cylindrical portion was re-meshed with
tetrahedral elements as part of the merging process, uti-
lizing Cubit [23]. This results in a final mesh preserv-
ing the original Cartesian mesh of the near-core region
in agreement with Serpent lattice detectors while main-
taining the full, cylindrical reflector region. Materials and
equivalence numbers mapping the Serpent-generated cross
sections and reference fluxes were assigned to the mesh
via a Python script to facilitate SPH within the Cartesian
portion of the model. A partial top-view cross section of
the resultant final mesh near the core-region is shown in
Figure 2.

The Cartesian portion of the mesh includes both the
fuel and the near-core reflector regions within which SPH

Fig. 2. Top-view cross section of Griffin mesh.

can optionally be performed for all or individual sub-
regions such as the fuel alone, the core or portions of
the near-core reflector. Indeed, previous studies involv-
ing Griffin calculations with Serpent-based cross sections
observed a sensitivity of kinetics parameters to the selec-
tion of regional SPH application [15]. As demonstrated
in [5], preserving the keff , power distribution, and leakage
out of SPH regions from the 3D Serpent model via the
Griffin SPH methodology requires at least the SPH cor-
rection of fuel regions. However, no discussion was made
as to what is required regarding the preservation of kinet-
ics parameters, especially what could be the impact of
restricting the SPH correction to the fuel region only.
Thus, to gain some insight into this observation, data was
generated both for the SPH equivalence over the entire
Cartesian portion of the model and for SPH equivalence
applied in only the fuel-containing elements. Finally, the
option of a Griffin diffusion calculation without any SPH
correction was also assessed.

An additional consideration arose regarding the the-
oretical applicability of SPH equivalence for an evalu-
ation of the steady-state adjoint flux, since the SPH
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Table 7. Energy grids used for group constant generation.

Energy group boundaries [MeV]
CAS2 CAS4 CAS8 C4G

1.00E+01 1.00E+01 1.00E+01 1.00E+01
6.25E−07 8.21E−01 8.21E−01 6.25E−07
1.00E−11 5.53E−03 5.53E−03 1.40E−07

6.25E−07 4.00E−06 5.80E−08
1.00E−11 6.25E−07 1.00E−11

2.80E−07
1.40E−07
5.80E−08
1.00E−11

factors are generated to preserve forward flux reaction
rates. The adjoint flux is calculated using the same SPH-
corrected cross sections as for the forward one (see step
4 in Section 2), and a further investigation into how SPH
equivalence at this specific step may affect the kinetics
parameters was also desirable.

The Griffin-evaluated kinetics parameters are signif-
icantly dependent upon the group constant energy grid
selection. Four energy grids were evaluated in this study:
CASMO 2-group (CAS2) predefined energy grid, CASMO
4-group (CAS4) predefined energy grid, CASMO 8-group
(CAS8) predefined energy grid, and a custom 4-group
energy grid. The CAS2 energy grid was able to reproduce
the effective delayed neutron fraction from Serpent, while
CAS4 and CAS8 were not. This qualitative difference in
error present in Griffin-calculated delayed neutron frac-
tions is a consequence of the refinement of the epithermal
and fast neutron energy groups in the CAS4 and CAS8
energy grids. A custom 4-group energy (C4G) grid was
included to provide an additional point of comparison to
CAS2 for mean generation times, and its development was
based on the refinement of thermal energy groups present
in the CASMO 7-group (CAS7) energy grid, while neglect-
ing the epithermal and fast energy group refinement. The
four energy grids utilized in this study are presented in
Table 7.

3.2.2 Verification of kinetics parameters with Serpent

The relative error of Griffin kinetics parameters against
corresponding Serpent Nauchi kinetics parameters for all
tested methodology variants are shown in Table 8. Sepa-
rate Serpent evaluations utilizing the same seed were used
for group constant generation and SPH equivalence in each
energy grid. Note that entries of zero indicate identical val-
ues when Griffin results are rounded to the last displayed
Serpent digit.

The following observations may be made from the
results in Table 8:
• βeff was identically replicated with the selection of

energy grids CAS2 and C4G. Error is introduced in
βeff due to the refinement of the epithermal/fast energy
groups in CAS4 and CAS8.

• SPH equivalence procedures were observed to only sig-
nificantly affect βeff when SPH is applied to the adjoint.
Cases without SPH in the adjoint yielded similar βeff

values to non-SPH cases.
• The relative error in Λ was significantly reduced

by applying SPH to the fuel only (rather than the
fuel+reflector portion of the model). This effect became
less pronounced with the refinement of the energy grid.

• Errors in Λ were reduced by the refinement of the
energy grid, with the exception of CAS2 cases with
only fuel-region SPH. Improvement in βeff is observed
in moving from CAS4 to CAS8.

The Inhour equation, equation (9), was utilized with Griffin
mean generation time results to determine reactivities for
the benchmark-specified reactor periods. Because Serpent
kinetics parameters were, in general, reasonably preserved
by Griffin (within a few percent in most cases) and delayed
neutron data is provided directly by Serpent, reactivities
were also well preserved. The cases with minimum and max-
imum relative errors of each energy grid are compared with
Serpent reactivity estimates in Table 9. The specific case
corresponding to the minimum or maximum relative error
for each energy grid is indicated by a letter code.

Results of the reactivities comparison are consistent
with the kinetics parameter observations. For most cases,
the minimum deviation from Serpent reactivities was
found in cases with SPH in the fuel only that did not
include SPH in the adjoint calculation step. Further, the
energy grids with the refinement of epithermal/fast energy
ranges similarly introduced further deviation from Serpent
results. In general, however, the reactivities are only
slightly changed – in none of the cases was a greater than
0.1% change from the Serpent reactivity observed. This is
expected due to the primary dependence on delayed neu-
tron data taken directly from Serpent.

3.2.3 Validation of Serpent–Griffin scheme kinetics
parameters

The validation of Serpent kinetics parameters against
benchmark values and verification of Griffin kinetics
parameters against Serpent ones provide useful compar-
isons for the analysis and assessment of modeling options.
Griffin, however, was also compared against the bench-
mark values to provide a validation of the two-step
Serpent–Griffin scheme. Relative differences for kinetics
parameters of this comparison are provided in Table 10.

The data presented shows the impact of error compen-
sation between the two steps; where Griffin and Serpent
results have opposing error values, the net result is less
extreme than in either case. This is evident in many of the
Λ values, which were over-predicted by Serpent’s Nauchi
method, but Griffin’s results were lower than Serpent ones.
Because Serpent Nauchi results were generally close to the
reference benchmark values, the relative difference in the
kinetics parameters originates primarily from the Griffin
evaluation, with the exception of βeff in CAS2 and C4G
where it was perfectly preserved.

Comparisons to experimental reactivities are not pre-
sented for Griffin due to observations made in the analysis
of individual steps of the calculation scheme. Specifically,
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Table 8. Relative differences between Griffin and Serpent kinetics parameters.

Energy grid SPH region Adjoint SPH

CGriffin − CSerpent

CSerpent
(%)

βeff Λ

CAS2

Fuel+Reflector
Yes 0.000 −11.209
No 0.000 −11.371

Fuel
Yes 0.000 −6.276
No 0.000 −3.484

None N/A 0.000 −13.433

CAS4

Fuel+Reflector
Yes 7.496 −7.331
No 9.234 −5.228

Fuel
Yes 8.117 −7.056
No 9.235 −5.222

None N/A 9.241 −5.792

CAS8

Fuel+Reflector
Yes 7.117 −6.441
No 9.145 −4.453

Fuel
Yes 7.790 −6.376
No 9.145 −4.653

None N/A 9.165 −5.251

C4G

Fuel+Reflector
Yes 0.000 −11.429
No 0.000 −10.996

Fuel
Yes 0.000 −5.814
No 0.000 −3.267

None N/A 0.000 −13.250

near all relative difference from the benchmark reactivity
values is attributable to Serpent and the source library
delayed neutron data that remains unchanged between
Griffin and Serpent evaluations (i.e., βj and λj differ-
ences from the benchmark values). The evaluation of
core homogenized kinetics parameters in Griffin intro-
duces only a small additional error as shown in Table 9,
and results for Griffin closely resemble the Serpent results
presented in Table 6.

4 Discussion

Kinetics parameters evaluated by various Serpent meth-
ods were compared against the IPEN/MB-01 reactor
kinetics benchmark values and found to be within a few
percent relative error in most cases. Reactivities were esti-
mated by the Inhour equation, based on kinetics param-
eters and generated delayed neutron data. These reactiv-
ities had significant error compared with benchmark val-
ues, particularly for large or negative reactor periods, but
were consistent with MCNP evaluations of the benchmark
utilizing one of the same nuclear data libraries.

Serpent reactivities (as evaluated by the Inhour equa-
tion) were well preserved by Griffin in all cases. This may
be due in part to the equation being strongly depen-
dent on delayed neutron data, which comes from Ser-
pent, with only a small dependence on the introduced
difference in Griffin’s generation of kinetics parameters.

Though only a small relative error was observed, much of
the qualitative behavior from kinetics parameter compar-
isons remained observable. Despite significant differences
in kinetics parameters between Serpent and Griffin, the
reactivities corresponding to various periods, and there-
fore expected transient behavior, between the two codes
remain well-aligned due to the shared delayed neutron
data.

4.1 Energy grid sensitivity

The significant sensitivity of kinetics parameters to the
number of energy groups was similarly observed in accor-
dance with previous studies and was observed to be miti-
gated by specific energy grid selections. An observation
of specific interest is that a qualitative shift occurred
from effectively no difference in βeff in the two group
and custom four group thermal-energy refined cases to
large differences in those with refinement of epither-
mal/fast energies. The model for collapsing Griffin’s effec-
tive delayed neutron fraction explains this qualitative
behavior.

Griffin calculates core-averaged βeff by summing βeff,j

terms calculated via a ratio of a bilinear weighting of
the delayed fission rates over the total fission rates, uti-
lizing both the forward and adjoint flux as shown in
equation (10).

See equation (10) next page.
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Table 9. Minimum and maximum relative difference cases in Griffin reactivities.

CGriffin − CSerpent

CSerpent
(%)

CAS2 CAS4 CAS8 C4G

T (s)
min max min max min max min max

F-NA None F-NA F-A C-NA None F-NA None

1 −0.0198 −0.0766 −0.0754 −0.0800 −0.0710 −0.0753 −0.0186 −0.0755
10 −0.0042 −0.0164 −0.0162 −0.0172 −0.0152 −0.0162 −0.0040 −0.0162
100 −0.0018 −0.0070 −0.0069 −0.0073 −0.0065 −0.0069 −0.0017 −0.0069
200 −0.0016 −0.0062 −0.0061 −0.0065 −0.0058 −0.0061 −0.0015 −0.0061
−200 −0.0011 −0.0043 −0.0043 −0.0045 −0.0040 −0.0043 −0.0010 −0.0043
−100 −0.0007 −0.0028 −0.0027 −0.0029 −0.0026 −0.0027 −0.0006 −0.0027
−90 −0.0005 −0.0022 −0.0021 −0.0023 −0.0020 −0.0021 −0.0005 −0.0021
−85 −0.0004 −0.0017 −0.0017 −0.0018 −0.0016 −0.0017 −0.0004 −0.0017

C – SPH in fuel+reflector; F – SPH in fuel only; A – with SPH equivalence in adjoint step; NA – without SPH equivalence in
adjoint step; None – No SPH equivalence performed.

Table 10. Relative differences between Griffin and benchmark kinetics parameters.

Energy grid SPH region Adjoint SPH

CGriffin − E
E

(%)

βeff Λ

CAS2

Fuel+Reflector
Yes −0.976 −10.423
No −0.976 −10.586

Fuel
Yes −0.976 −5.447
No −0.976 −2.630

None N/A −0.976 −12.667

CAS4

Fuel+Reflector
Yes 6.447 −6.511
No 8.168 −4.389

Fuel
Yes 7.062 −6.234
No 8.169 −4.383

None N/A 8.175 −4.959

CAS8

Fuel+Reflector
Yes 6.071 −5.613
No 8.080 −3.608

Fuel
Yes 6.738 −5.548
No 8.080 −3.810

None N/A 8.100 −4.412

C4G

Fuel+Reflector
Yes −0.976 −10.645
No −0.976 −10.209

Fuel
Yes −0.976 −4.980
No −0.976 −2.411

None N/A −0.976 −12.483

βeff =

Nd∑

j=1

M∑

m=1

∫

Vm

βref
eff,m,j

NG∑

g=1

φ∗g(r)χdel
m,g,j ·

NG∑

g′=1

µm,g′νΣ
ref
f,m,g′φg′(r)d3r

M∑

m=1

∫

Vm

NG∑

g=1

φ∗g(r)χm,g

NG∑

g′=1

µm,g′νΣ
ref
f,m,g′φg′(r)d3r

(10)
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The definition of the average fission spectrum used in the
denominator, χm,g, is as follows (the index m is dropped
for clarity):

χg = χp
g(1− βref

eff ) +
Nd∑
j=1

χdel
g,jβ

ref
eff,j (11)

with

βref
eff =

Nd∑
j=1

βref
eff,j . (12)

Since Serpent provides a single delayed spectrum for all
the delayed precursor groups,

χdel
g,j = χdel

g (13)

and equation (11) becomes:

χg = χp
g(1− βref

eff ) +
Nd∑
j=1

χdel
g,jβ

ref
eff,j

= χp
g(1− βref

eff ) + χdel
g βref

eff .

(14)

In cases where χp
g = χdel

g , that is when the prompt and
delayed spectrum are identical per energy group equa-
tion (14) simplifies further. For example, the four-group
and eight-group energy grids used in this study each have
distinct prompt and delayed spectra and no simplifications
can be made. However, in the two-group and custom four-
group energy grids both prompt and delayed components
exclusively produce neutrons in the highest energy group,
allowing the following simplification:

χg = χdel
g = χp

g (15)

and in this situation, equation (10) simplifies to:

βeff = βref
eff . (16)

For this reason, βeff was perfectly preserved in the
CAS2 and C4G energy grid portions of the Griffin ver-
ification step. However, whenever the prompt and delayed
spectrum are not identical per group, this simplification is
not possible and βeff in Griffin is not necessarily identical
to that of Serpent.

Since the qualitative shift caused by the mismatch
between the prompt and delayed spectra is a major source
of the relative difference observed in the overall Serpent–
Griffin scheme, it may be desirable to mitigate this issue
by optimally selecting the energy grid. These spectra are
fuel-dependent, and it should be possible to assess energy
grid structures for a degree of conservation, even with
simplified models. It may be possible to develop an infi-
nite homogeneous model containing fuel representative of
the complex model and carry out a test of various can-
didate energy grids similar to this study. The results of
these homogeneous tests may compare the Griffin kinet-
ics parameters against the Serpent ones to down-select
or optimize energy grids for the preservation of kinetics
parameters in the desired complex model transient.

Table 11. Eigenvalues calculated by cases without SPH
equivalence.

Code Energy grid keff

Serpent n/a 1.00271 ± 0.00001

Griffin

CAS2 1.05596
CAS4 0.99239
CAS8 0.99035
C4G 1.05410

4.2 SPH equivalence domain sensitivity

The sensitivity to regional application of SPH equiva-
lence procedures found consistent improvement in Griffin’s
preservation of mean generation time when applied only
within the fuel. The cases that had a relative difference
in effective delayed neutron fraction resulted in a slight
increase in difference when SPH was only performed in
the fuel region.

An application of SPH equivalence in the steady-state
adjoint flux calculation step was found to increase the rel-
ative difference in mean generation time for all cases. In
contrast, the difference in effective delayed neutron frac-
tion was slightly reduced by the application of SPH in the
adjoint (in cases where Griffin did not perfectly reproduce
it).

Observations suggest that application of SPH while
neglecting equivalence procedures in the steady-state
adjoint step may provide significant improvement to
the kinetics parameter preservation over the alternative
approach. Additionally, the sensitivity of kinetics param-
eter results to regional application on either the full Carte-
sian region or fuel region only was reduced with the refine-
ment of the energy grid. This further elevates the impor-
tance of gaining a better understanding and mitigating of
the energy grid sensitivity.

While cases with SPH in either the full Cartesian
region or fuel were capable of reproducing Serpent keff

values, cases with no SPH equivalence procedure obtained
significantly different keff values as listed in Table 11.
These keff values are similar in CAS2 and C4G energy
grids but different from the CAS4 and CAS8 energy grids,
which are similar to one another. This difference is qual-
itatively similar to that observed in the kinetics parame-
ters assessment and may arise from the same distortion of
reaction rates. Note also that in all the Griffin calculations
performed in this work, keff are identical between forward
and adjoint eigenvalue calculations.

The large biases in keff without SPH are due to homog-
enization errors, as well as remaining discretization errors,
which are inherently captured by the SPH equivalence
procedure in Griffin. Omitting this step leads to strong
differences in reaction rates, including fission. Despite the
large differences in eigenvalue obtained by test cases with-
out SPH, kinetics parameter results are similar to those
obtained with SPH. It can be intuitively observed that
these quantities are by definition bilinear ratios, where the
weighting functions (forward and adjoint flux) appear at
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Table 12. Energy grids used for group constant
generation.

Energy group boundaries [MeV]
ECCO5 ECCO24

2.0000E+01 2.0000E+01 2.4788E−02
2.2313E+00 1.0000E+01 1.5034E−02
4.9787E−01 6.0653E+00 9.1188E−03
4.0868E−02 3.6788E+00 5.5309E−03
9.1188E−03 2.2313E+00 3.3546E−03
0.0000E+00 1.3534E+00 2.0347E−03

8.2085E−01 1.2341E−03
4.9787E−01 7.4852E−04
3.0197E−01 4.5400E−04
1.8316E−01 3.1203E−04
1.1109E−01 1.4894E−04
6.7379E−02 0.0000E+00
4.0868E−02

Table 13. Godiva benchmark model kinetics parameters.

βeff (pcm) Λ (ns)

645 ± 13 5.8

both the numerator and denominator, and thereby, errors
therein tend to cancel out and result in similar kinetics
parameter estimates even without SPH.

5 Supplementary test cases

Due to the complexity of the Griffin computational
scheme, especially when the SPH equivalence procedure
is applied on a subset of the whole geometry, simpler
critical experiment benchmarks were developed. These
tests were motivated by the desire to test SPH applica-
tion over the full geometry as well as carry out a lim-
ited testing of SPH together with the SN transport solver
available in Grffin, which were impractical to perform
on the IPEN/MB-01 model. The Godiva and Flattop-23
benchmarks available through the International Critical-
ity Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) were
modeled using both Serpent and Griffin. Both Godiva
and Flattop-23 have a fast neutron spectrum, so different
energy grids from the ones used for IPEN/MB-01 are uti-
lized for multigroup cross section generation. The energy
grid boundaries used are described in Table 12 and derived
by collapsing the 33-group European Cell Code (ECCO)
energy grid. This collapsing is necessary when generat-
ing group constants with a Monte Carlo code, as low flux
tallies induce significant errors on the multigroup cross
sections [24].

Utilizing the same Serpent−Griffin computational
scheme as for IPEN/MB-01 test cases, diffusion provided
poor estimates of kinetics parameters, particularly for the

Table 14. Serpent-evaluated Godiva kinetics parameters.

Method βeff (pcm) Λ (ns)

Meulekamp 676.24 ± 0.39
Nauchi 644.08 ± 0.41 5.706 ± 0.001
IFP 649.99 ± 2.51 5.693 ± 0.003

Table 15. Relative difference in Serpent-evaluated
Godiva kinetics parameters.

Method
CSerpent − E

E
(%)

βeff Λ

Meulekamp 4.843
Nauchi −0.142 −1.620
IFP −0.773 −1.842

mean generation time Λ. In this instance, the diffusion
calculation with an SPH equivalence fully reproduces the
reference keff from Serpent and βeff to within a few per-
cent, yet fails with the mean generation time for which
there were relative errors up to 15%. As a result, addi-
tional tests were performed utilizing Griffin’s SN transport
solver based on the self-adjoint angular flux formulation
with a continuous finite element method (SAAF-CFEM-
SN) [1] in the otherwise identical computation scheme.
The SN tests utilize a Gauss–Chebyshev angular quadra-
ture with eight polar angles and are both angularly and
spatially converged. Although the SPH equivalence pro-
cedure is usually targeted for a coarse-mesh diffusion cal-
culation where homogenization, and in the case of Griffin
where the cross sections are generated using a 3D model
and spatial/angular/energy discretization errors remain,
it is theoretically possible to apply an SPH correction
with transport as well. Thus, SN transport calculations
were also employed in conjunction with an SPH equiva-
lence, with an additional limitation being that the PJFNK
SPH convergence can be much more difficult with SN than
with diffusion, especially with a large number of energy
groups. Further investigation is warranted on this topic;
however, the Griffin SN transport calculation should con-
verge towards the reference Serpent results with increased
spatial/angular/energy refinement, regardless of the appli-
cation of SPH procedure.

5.1 Godiva

The Godiva model is developed according to the bare
Godiva sphere model specifications found in the ICSBEP
handbook report HEU-MET-FAST-001 [25]. The refer-
ence measured delayed neutron fraction and mean gen-
eration time for the Godiva experiment are shown in
Table 13 [26].

Serpent was run with one million particles in 1,000
active and 100 inactive cycles to evaluate kinetics
parameters and to generate multigroup cross sections
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Table 16. Relative differences between Griffin and Serpent Godiva kinetics parameters.

Method Energy grid SPH application

CGriffin − CSerpent

CSerpent
(%)

βeff Λ

D
iff

us
io

n ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux 1.540 12.687
Direct flux only 2.413 13.617
None 2.523 13.221

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux 1.560 14.155
Direct flux only 2.370 15.163
None 2.517 14.537

S
N

ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux 1.473 −2.013
Direct flux only 1.683 −1.797
None −1.688 −1.704

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux SPH did not converge
Direct flux only SPH did not converge
None 1.599 −0.219

Table 17. Relative differences between Griffin and Godiva benchmark kinetics parameters.

Method Energy grid SPH application

CGriffin − E
E

(%)

βeff Λ

D
iff

us
io

n ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux 1.395 10.861
Direct flux only 2.267 11.776
None 2.377 11.386

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux 1.415 12.305
Direct flux only 2.224 13.297
None 2.371 12.681

S
N

ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux 1.328 −3.601
Direct flux only 1.538 −3.389
None 1.543 −3.297

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux SPH did not converge
Direct flux only SPH did not converge
None 1.455 −1.836

and equivalence data for downstream Griffin calcula-
tions. Results from Serpent Meulekamp, Nauchi, and
IFP using the ENDF/B-VII.1 neutron cross-section
libraries are given in Table 14 and compared to the
benchmark values in Table 15. For these tests, the
Nauchi results stand out for providing the closest esti-
mate of the benchmark kinetics parameters, and corre-
sponding delayed neutron data was utilized for Griffin
calculations.

The Griffin model was developed as a one-dimensional,
r-spherical geometry with 20 nodes of equal size in the
radial direction. SPH equivalence was based on a single
Serpent flux detector over the full sphere, and options of
applying equivalence to both direct and adjoint flux eval-
uations, applying to adjoint flux only, and no equivalence
were tested. Further evaluations were made to compare

between the cross sections generated from Serpent using
the ENDF/B-VII.1 library, between multigroup energy
grids ECCO5 and ECCO24 and between Griffin diffu-
sion and Griffin SN methods. Griffin-evaluated kinet-
ics parameters are compared to corresponding Serpent
Nauchi results in Table 16 and to benchmark kinetics
parameters in Table 17. Note that the SPH equivalence
calculation did not converge using the SN method with
the ECCO24 energy grid, so results for these cases are
not included.

Only a small change is observed between Griffin dif-
fusion results using energy grids ECCO5 and ECCO24.
While SN results are limited for ECCO24, a signifi-
cant reduction in relative difference in Λ is observed
between the energy grids for the cases without an SPH
equivalence.
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Table 18. Flattop-23 benchmark model kinetics
parameters.

βeff (pcm) Λ (ns)

360 ± 9 13.5

Table 19. Serpent-evaluated Flattop-23 kinetics
parameters.

Method βeff (pcm) Λ (ns)

Meulekamp 353.00 ± 0.27 –
Nauchi 333.00 ± 0.29 13.419 ± 0.003
IFP 366.97 ± 1.12 12.631 ± 0.007

5.2 Flattop-23

The Flattop-23 model is developed according to the spec-
ifications found in the ICSBEP handbook report U233-
MET-FAST-006 [27]. The reference measured delayed
neutron fraction and mean generation time for the
Flattop-23 experiment are shown in Table 18 [26].

Serpent was run with one million particles in 1,000
active and 100 inactive cycles to evaluate kinetics param-
eters and to generate multigroup cross sections and equiv-
alence data for downstream Griffin calculations. Results
from Serpent Meulekamp, Nauchi, and IFP using the
ENDF/B-VII.1 neutron cross-section library are given
in Table 19 and compared to the benchmark values in
Table 20. Delayed neutron data from Nauchi results were
extracted for use in Griffin.

The Griffin model was developed as a one-dimensional,
r-spherical geometry with 16 nodes of equal size in the
radial direction representing the inner uranium-233 sphere
and 80 nodes of equal radial size representing the outer
uranium reflector shell. SPH equivalence was based on two
Serpent detectors, one for each material region. Options of
applying equivalence to both direct and adjoint flux eval-
uations, applying to adjoint flux only, and no equivalence
were tested for both multigroup energy grids ECCO5 and
ECCO24, and for Griffin diffusion and Griffin SN meth-
ods. Griffin-evaluated kinetics parameters are compared
to corresponding Serpent Nauchi results in Table 21 and
to benchmark kinetics parameters in Table 22. Note that
the SPH equivalence calculation did not converge using
the SN method with the ECCO24 energy grid, so results
for these cases are not included.

Griffin diffusion results for the Flattop-23 model con-
tain significant inconsistencies between SPH application
strategies and energy grids utilized. Fortunately, as with
the Godiva evaluations, utilizing a SN transport method
provides a significantly closer replication of Serpent results
and shows significant improvement in the estimate of Λ
with ECCO24 compared to ECCO5 for the case without
SPH equivalence. These two critical benchmarks demon-
strate that when transport calculations are performed
with Griffin, the agreement between the Serpent and
Griffin mean generation time improve with a finer energy

Table 20. Relative difference in Serpent-evaluated
Flattop-23 kinetics parameters.

Method
CSerpent − E

E
(%)

βeff Λ

Meulekamp −1.944
Nauchi −7.500 −0.601
IFP 1.937 −6.441

group structure. Interestingly, diffusion with SPH equiva-
lence fails at reproducing the mean generation time, even
with the same energy group structure ECCO24, which
showed satisfactory agreement with the SN calculation.
Thus, analysts need to be cognisant of these limitations,
especially when performing transient calculations with dif-
fusion.

6 Future work and conclusions

The validation of the Serpent model against the
IPEN/MB-01 reactor kinetics benchmark produced kinet-
ics parameter results similar to other evaluations with the
ENDF/B-VII.1 cross-section library. By looking at the
results obtained on the three reactor benchmarks studied
in this work (IPEN/MB-01, Godiva, and Flattop-23), the
Serpent result obtained with the IFP method provided the
closest effective delayed neutron fraction βeff against the
measured one on average, and the Nauchi method pro-
vided a slightly better estimate of the mean generation
time Λ than the IFP method. Regarding the reactivity
measurements, similar trends are observed with Serpent as
with the MCNP results reported in the benchmark. The
largest uncertainties obtained for negative periods were
identified in the MCNP evaluation of the benchmark and
can be mitigated by utilizing an experimental decay con-
stant for the first precursor group λ1 rather than the one
provided in the ENDF/B libraries. This conclusion is sim-
ilarly applicable in this case.

Verification of Griffin’s preservation of Serpent kinet-
ics parameters highlighted several considerations that may
be useful in the development of future studies utilizing the
Serpent–Griffin scheme. A comparison of SPH application
options suggests that the SPH factors obtained by preser-
vation of the forward Serpent fluxes may not be directly
applicable to the adjoint k-eigenvalue calculation, which
provides the adjoint flux used for the bilinear collapsing
of kinetics parameters. The observation made in previous
studies that the kinetics parameters are preserved better
when SPH is applied only in the fuel region is further
supported by this study. This study also identified the
sensitivity of kinetics parameters to the selection of the
multigroup energy grid as an area for potential further
analysis. However, the additional validation cases consist-
ing of the Godiva and Flattop experiments demonstrate
that, when a transport calculation is performed with
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Table 21. Relative differences between Griffin and Serpent Flattop-23 kinetics parameters.

Method Energy grid SPH application

CGriffin − CSerpent

CSerpent
(%)

βeff Λ

D
iff

us
io

n ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux −6.364 17.027
Direct flux only 1.839 29.629
None −0.338 63.665

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux −8.355 9.533
Direct flux only 0.485 22.490
None −1.992 56.520

S
N

ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux −1.341 2.008
Direct flux only 0.438 4.456
None 0.293 5.293

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux SPH did not converge
Direct flux only SPH did not converge
None −1.135 −0.118

Table 22. Relative differences between Griffin and Flattop-23 benchmark kinetics parameters.

Method Energy grid SPH application

CGriffin − E
E

(%)

βeff Λ

D
iff

us
io

n ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux −13.386 −16.323
Direct flux only −5.799 28.850
None −7.813 62.682

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux −15.228 8.875
Direct flux only −7.052 21.754
None −9.343 55.580

S
N

ECCO5
Direct and adjoint flux −8.741 1.396
Direct flux only −7.095 3.828
None −7.229 4.660

ECCO24
Direct and adjoint flux SPH did not converge
Direct flux only SPH did not converge
None −8.550 −0.717

Griffin, the agreement in kinetics parameters between
Serpent and Griffin increases when the energy group struc-
ture is refined, while the gain is only marginal for SPH dif-
fusion. The same conclusion can also be reached observing
the trend of the diffusion results without SPH equivalence
for IPEN/MB-01.

While the observed qualitative shift between Griffin
and Serpent kinetics parameters may be attributed to
the misalignment of energy spectra in the model imple-
mented in Griffin for the collapsing of effective delayed
neutron fraction, the scale of the introduced differences
may necessitate the development of a method for energy
grid optimization. Further work might also be relevant
within the Serpent homogenization approach in order to
obtain delayed fission spectra for all the delayed precursor
groups, instead of assuming them to be equal as it is likely
a poor assumption, especially when many energy groups
are considered. If individual spectra were made available

in Serpent results, the preservation of kinetics parameters
within Griffin may be further assessed within this scope.

The validation of the combined Serpent–Griffin cal-
culation with the IPEN/MB-01 reactor kinetics bench-
mark provided similar conclusions as the individual step
comparisons. However, the potential competing over- and
under-prediction of kinetics parameters in the two steps
may reduce the observed difference between Griffin and
benchmark kinetics parameters. This error compensation
is acknowledged in this study by separation of the analysis
into two steps.

The following points summarize the key findings per-
taining to the use of the Serpent–Griffin computational
scheme and the capability of Griffin to accurately repro-
duce Serpent kinetics parameters:

• Griffin is capable of reproducing the Serpent effec-
tive delayed neutron fraction where the prompt and
delayed fission spectra originating from the Serpent
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evaluation are identical. This was the case for CAS2
and C4G energy grids in the IPEN/MB-01 benchmark
evaluation, and discussed in detail in Section 4.1. In
some cases such as the CAS4 and CAS8 energy grid
IPEN/MB-01 evaluations, the fission spectra will dif-
fer and may result in inconsistency between Griffin and
Serpent kinetics parameters.

• Application of SPH equivalence procedures provided
significant improvement to kinetics parameter estimates
in the tested cases. For the IPEN/MB-01 benchmark
evaluations, Griffin most closely reproduced Serpent
kinetics parameters in cases where SPH was applied in
the fuel region only, and excluded from the steady-state
adjoint flux calculation.

• Test cases utilizing diffusion, with or without SPH
equivalence, could lead to poor estimates of the
mean generation time, particularly in the supplemen-
tary Godiva and Flattop test cases where the diffu-
sion approximation is inappropriate due to the high
anisotropy of the neutron flux. Utilizing Griffin’s SN
transport method was shown to rectify this issue for
the supplementary test cases, however utilizing SN for
large models or highly refined energy grids may come
at significant computational expense and difficulty in
converging the SPH equivalence calculation.

• Refinement of the energy grid for the SN method
yielded significant improvement in the evaluation of the
mean generation time, as demonstrated by the supple-
mentary Godiva and Flattop test cases.

Finally, future validation work should include compar-
isons with space-time kinetics transients, such as the
SPERT experiments or similar where a coupled multi-
physics model is required. For cores with different iso-
topic compositions per fuel assembly zone, due to burnup
distributions for instance, the impact of utilizing one set
of kinetics parameters for the whole core versus one per
homogenized fuel region should be investigated, as well as
introducing in Serpent a bilinear weighting of the neutron
velocities.
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